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Build A Smart 
Kevboard r/ Interface 
by John Monahan 

Ever wished your keyboard had more - requires that the 280 clock and MI pins to 
keys or all your programs used the same be d i l y  connected (see Figure I). 
control codes for cursor movements and Add Intelligence Each PIO is selected by bringing pin 4 
editins functions? (CS*) low. We do this on PI01 and PI02 

D 

This has always been my problem! 
Recently I decided to do something about 
it. After all, if I have my own personal 
computer, I should be able to have it do the 
things I want to do. I happen to have an 
S-100 system with 280 and 8086 CPU's. 
andsince1 use an IBM-PC compatible key- 
board and run MS-DOS, I wanted to run 
MS-DOS software that looks for an IBM 
keyboard. 

My approach, which can be added to 
many other types of systems, is to have 
the keyboard talk b a keyboard controller 
which in turn talks to the computer. By 
having intelligence between a dumb key- 
board and the computer, a truly powerful 
system can be set up, because the con- 
troller does not take up CPU space; it is 
always present, even on power up, works 
with different operating systems, and, as 
we shall see, can be much more powerful 
than its software counterpan. 

THE CIRCUIT 
To have any kind of flexibility, one 

must put together a unit containing an 8-bit 
microprocessor, a few U 0  pons, as well 
as RAM and ROM memory. There are a 
number of very good single-chip, 8-bit 
microprocessors that have these features. 
The Intel 8048 is a classic example. How- 
ever, in order to uut somethine toeether 
quickly in hardware and to if with 
an assembler I already had, I used the mu- 
ular Z8O. It requires few pans to assemble 
a very powerful system. A 280 CPU with a 
2716 ROM. 2Kx8 RAM. and two Zilog 
PlO's, together with a few small "glue" 
chips are all we need to construct a compu- 
ter with 4 parallel pons with handshaking. 
Figure I shows the complete computer. 

Because 2 8 0  output pins are TTL 
compatible and capable of driving one TTL 
load, no buffers are required on the ad- 
dress, data or control lines. The I I lines 
needed to address the 27 16 ROM and 2Kx8 
RAM chips can be connected directly to the 
280. These correspond to address lines 
A0 to A10. Address line A l l  selects the 
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memory in the ROM (A1 l = 0) or  RAM 
( A l l  = I). Pin 20 is the critical pin for 
selecting the 2716 ROM. Whenever this 
(CS*) pin is low, the ROM places data on 
output pins: 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 
17. These are then read by the data-bus 
pins of the 2 8 0  when the Z8O brings 
MEMR*,RD*, and AI l low. Any write- 
to-RAM-memory or RIW-to-an-110 port 
will not cause the 2716 CS* to go low and 
so will not cause it to place data on the data 
bus. 

The operation of the 2K RAM chip is a 
bit more complicated. We have two possi- 
bilities. First a read from the memory; Pin 
21 (WE*) should be high. No problem here 
since i t  is connected to the 280 WR* line. 
Pin 20 (OE*) of the RAM chip is connected 
to the 280 RD* line. When this is low, 
along with the 280 MREQ* and a high 280 
A1 l line. the 2K RAM olaces the selected 
data (determined by aidress lines A0 - 
A10) on the data bus to be read bv the 280. 
For a write to RAM, mem0r~-~in.20 (OE*) 
ofthe RAM must be held high. Pin 21 
(WE*) is brought low by the 280 WR* 
line. The CE* is selected as described 
above for the read cycle. 

Because we are using only 8,  of the 
possible 256 110 pons available on the 
ZBO, we do not have to decode the address 
lines completely to address the two Zilog 
PIO's. The PlO's are Zilogs' answer to 
the lntel 8255. They are 40-pin LSI chips 
that contain 2 separate 8-bit parallel pons 
with handshaking. They may be pro- 
grammed in a number of configurations. 
More on this later. 

The PIO's have a unique built-in capa- 
bility to interrupt the 280 in an ordered 
manner .  W e  wil l  not be using this 
characteristic of the PIO, however this 

by lowering address lines A2 and A3, 
respectively. Because each PI0  contains 4 
pons, we use address lines A0 and Al to 
select these. Pin 5 of the PI0  selects the 
command or data port. Pin 6 selects either 
port A or B on the chip. Address lines A0 
to A3 will always be changing as the CPU 
reads memory, however. only when the 
IORQ* line goes low, will the PI0  be ad- 
dressed. This only happens when the 280 
code forces the CPU to read or write to a 
Po*. 

The 2 8 0  requires an external clock 
s i ~ n a l .  Anvthine from 2 to 4Mhz is fine for . - 
th;s application. This is provided by the 
simple oscillator circuit connected to pin 6 
of the 280. Note t h a t a 6 0 n  pullup reiistor 
is required, since Zilog specifies the 
voltage swing must be within 0 to 5 volts. 

CHECK OUT 
So far we have assembled the bare 

essentials of a computer. With the appro- 
priate software in ROM, the Z8O. after 
power up, can be made to look at one data 
port and transfer the data across to another 
port. Complicated character translations 
can be done by adding on software as de- 
scribed below. If this is the first time you 
have put together a system of this com- 
plexity, you may first want to try some- 
thing simplier first: namely fill a 2716 
ROM with 76h's (the 280 HALT instruc- 
tion), switch on the power, and check that 
pin 18 of the 280 has gone low, indicating 
the CPU has gone into the halt state. If this 
does not happen, more than likely you have 
one of your address or data lines connected 
incorrectly. 

INTERFACING TO THE KEYBOARD 
Connecting the Z80 board to an IBM- 

like keyboard entails one complication. 
The keyboard sends the data serially over 
two wires. One contains the data as 8-bits. 
the second ,  the keyboard clock data 
associated with the data. It would have 
been nice if IBM had chosen to use a stan- 
da rd  UART-compatible ,  serial-data 
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format. No such luck. The data is sent as 
8-bits with no stan bits or stop bits (Figure 
2). 

While it would be possible to program 
the 280  to monitor one bit of an Il0 pon to 
assemble a byte from the serial data, the 
hardware solution of using two 8-bit shift 
registers makes life so simple that I opted 
for the easy way out. Here is how it works. 
Eight serial clock bits are shifted into 
the LSl64-A-register (Figure I) from the 
raw clock line coming from the key- 
board. At the same time. 8 data bits are 
shifted into position in the LS164-B- 
register. Pins 3 .4 ,  5 .6 ,  10, 11, 12. and 13 
of this chip will end up with the dala in 
parallel form. The rising edge of the final 
c l o c k  b i t  r a i s e s  p i n  1 3  o f  t h e  
LS164-A-register. This, via the LS04 in- 
verter, causes the INT* input to the 280  to 
go low. This in turn causes the 280 to call 
on an interrupt in ROM, which will pulse 
address line A15 high, clearing the two 
LS164 shift registers and readying them 
for the next byte from the keyboard. The 
raising of A15 is a cheap way of getting a 
fast I-bit output pon. Since our computer 
has no memory above 4K, we do not have 
to worry about the value of the high-order 
address lines. Writing a byte to address 
FOOOh in RAM will raise and lower A15 
with no damage to RAM contents in low 
memory. The LS175 dual flip-flops (IC A) 
aligns the clock information with the data 
from the keyboard. 

We are almost there, hardware-wise! 
All that remains to be done is to have the 
280 process the data and pass it on to the 
main computer. On my system, the key- 

Figure 1. Keyboard controller circuitry 

board input is from a SD Systems 8024 
Video board. This board requires a key- 
board with a parallel pon. The data must be 
smbed  into this pon by a positive-going 
pulse. I have modified this board slightly 
so that once data is read from this pon, a 
neeative-eoine oulse is sent back to the - - L .  

sman keyboard interface letting 11 know the 
data has been read. Other boards mav have 
different strobe protocols. These can often 
simply be accommodated by one or two 
74LS04 invenerc in the circuit. For those 
computer systems that have a serial key- 
board, you could replace one of the PlO's 
with a Zilog SIO. This is a simple hard- 
ware replacement, but you should carefully 
study the software setup procedure to talk 
to the SIO. 

Pin 26 of the 280 (reset) is connected 
to the main-computer reset line. In this 
way, a reset to the main computer also 
resets the smart keyboard circuit. Any 
keyboard characters in a queue or taken 
through a translation table are flushed out 
in this proces5. The NMI* pin of the 280 
is connected to a one-bit output pon of the 
main computer. The function of this will 
become clear when we discuss the soft- 
ware used to drive this board. Other pins 
of the 280 are left either unconnected or tied 
high via a IK resistor. 

SOFTWARE 
Writing software for a compuler like 

this is a lot of fun. Because you have com- 
plete control of the smart-keyboard inter- 
face 280  at all times, you can place values 
in certain registers and know they are 
always going to be there. We can, for ex- 

ample, really make use of the 280 alternate 
registers. The software I used to program 
this board has been submitted to the 
public-domain SIGIM users group and will 
be available in one of their future releases. 
What 1 would like to do,  is step you 
through the main points. The complete 
details for all routines can be found in the 
public-domain code itself. The first two 
lines of code stan off: 

MIG OOH 
ID SP,STXK 

Since the ZBO reads an opcode from 
memory location 0 ,  at power on or a reset. 
the ROM code must originate here. First 
we need a valid location for the stack. To be 
on the safe side, we will put the stack high 
up in RAM, but iust below certain reserved 
RAM memory-locations. I have used 
STACK = OFFOh. 

Next we initialize the Ziloe PlO's. The 
2 PlO's have 4 pons whichcan be con- 
fieured in software as inout. outnut. or 
b;directional. Consult the ' ~ i l o g  te'chnical 
literature for a detailed explanation of what 
this entails. We will set ip bath P I 0  port 
A's as output pons (MODE 0)  and pon 
B's as input pons (MODE!). 

The PlO's also have the capability of 
generating an interrupt under certain data- 
transfer conditions. We do not need this 
here and so we must program the chips to 
disable this function. 

Programming the chip is easy. You 
select the appropriate PI0 control pon (data 
port+ I in this example) and send two 
bytes of code. Since we have 4 pons in all, 
we must send 2 bytes to each of 4 ports. 
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Figure 2. Timing diagram of serial data sent Figure 3. Keyboard code chart for a Keytronics IBM-compatible 
from a Keytronics IBM-compatible keyboard. keyboard. The upper number on each key is for downstrokes and 

lower number is lor key upstrokes. 
This is done as shown in Listing I. set-up the register pairs HL, DE, BC, arjd pair which is pointing to the start of the 

Having set-up the PIO's, it is a good HL' to  point to  two regions in RAM table. Then an instruction: 
practice to clear them of any false data they memory that will contain the incoming and ro A, IHL) 
may have acquired before or during in- outgoing keyboard data. places the correct ASCII character in 
itialization. We do this by:  ere is what wi l l  happen. men an register A. The code for TRANS is as 

INT occurs, a keyboard character will be shown in Listing 5 .  
IN a,lDRTASBl 
IN placed at the end of a queue in the inbuffer. For the Smart Keyboard to be of use, 

a .  (DA'AScl 
The pointer to this queue (in HL') will be we need a number of fables of the type de- 

Next we have to enable the 280  in the increawd by one byte and a o placed in that scribed above. This is because the mean- 
correct intempt mode. Again you should memory location. When the 2x0 is not get- ing of a key-board character can change, 
consult the Zilog literature if you do not ling more characters from the keyhard and depending on whether keys such as the 
understand how this is done. In our case placing them in  the inbuffer or sending shift, lock, NUM or  control keys were 
we need interrupt mode I .  This will cause them to the main by reading from previously pressed. Each time one of 
the CPU to jump to location 38H in our the outbuffer (see below), it is checking if these keys is pressed the appropriate flag 
ROM anytime the INT* (pin 16) on the 280 its pointer to the character in the inbuffer is is updated in RAM to set our [HLJ pointer 
is pulled low. At that location will be the zero. ~f it is not, it assumes one or more to the appropriate table. Rather than pres- 
code that will getdatafmm the PIOport and new characters have arr ived.  ~h~~~ ent all this code. I have sent it to the public 
process it. An INT will occur only when characters are read from the inbuffer, domain SlGlM library. The file SKEY.280 
the hardware has received 8 serial bits of translated if need be (see below), and contains all the code described in this ar- 
data from the keyboard (the low at pins I & placed in the outbuffer. The pointers to ticle. 
2 of the 74LS174-B have been shifted 8 both buffers are updated accordingly and a Besides the above special keys, which 
times). The code at 38H is shown in List- zero flag in each buffer is set to indicate the almost every keyboard has, we can add 
ing 2. ends of the buffers. It is important to new ones. For example, we might have a 

What we are doing here, is quickly remember that this is all this 280  will ever case in which the FI key is pressed; we 
taking the data byte at the keyboard and have to do. so ,  certain registers can be set have TRANS point to a table which defines 
placing it in a cyclic 256-byte buffer in aside permanently to hold certain values. the keys of the number keypad as special 
RAM memory. We do not know when such The code is shown in Listing 4.  control sequences for a word processor 
an INT would occur and so cannot count on The subroutine TRANS is the heart of such as Wordstar. M would point to a dif- 
what is in the "main" 280  registers. For the code. 11 takes the bit panern from ,he ferent table for a text editor such as Vedit. 
this purpose, we set aside the alternative keyboard and translates it into ASCII For  complete compatabili ty with the 
2 8 0  registers. As described below, the charactem.  his is because the IBM-PC, we can have a table where un- 
keyboard data port will ALWAYS be in lBM1Keytronics keyboards sends o n l y  a t r ans la ted  in fo rmat ion  (b ina ry  key 
register C' and HL' will ALWAYS point to binary number representation of the key numbers) is sent to the BlOS of the com- 
the end of the incoming character queue. pressed, not the ASCII character. FOI ex- puter and translated exactly as IBM de- 
One nice thing about the INC L, is that it ample, the ESC key sends OIH, the "1" scribes. 
insures the queue will always wrap around key 02H, etc. Further, the keyboard dis- Now for the most important feature of 
after 256 bytes. We do not have to move tinguishes between key down-strokes and the board - single-key to  multi-key 
pointers back to the beginning of the queue key up.strokes. ~ ~ - ~ u o k e s  have the same translation. If TRANS observes that the 
once they reach its end. We have already binary number plus SOH. ln other words, translated key is greater in value than 7FH 
discussed the use of address line A15 to their most significant bit is set.  hi^ is not (bit 7 high), another routine which I have 
reset the 74LS164's. We waste the IY reg all as bad as it sounds. 11 means we named MULTI, is called. This routine 
to do just this in this application. It is make a lookup table of ASCII characters looks at the "special character" and de- 
setup with the value F000h. As you can from binary values. ~ i g u r e  3 shows the pending on its value, places not one, but a 
see from the timing diagram of the clock way the keys are on an IBMI string of characters in the outbuffer. This 
and data lines in Figure 2, there is one extra ~ e y f ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  keyboard. part of the come- string is then read by the main computer 
clock pulse we have to absorb, before the sponding table looks like: which thinks they were individually typed. 
keyboard is finished sending its byte of ,,,: , o To give you an example: If I press the "F6 
data. This is monitored at bit I of the P I 0  DB 1~~.'1234567890-=',en kev" TEST.TXT on mv kevboard - 9 kev - .  
2, port-B bit I (Figure 3). DB 

DB ~ ~ & : ~ ~ ~ : $ f ~ ~ !  :;:E6,,,, strOkes + CR, the computer would receive 
At ore IOOH in the ROM. we have the DB 41~.~\zxcvbnm../~.41~,'~ VEDlTTEST.TXT. At the same lime. the -- . ~ ,  . . 

code  isti tin^ 3) to set-up the computer and DB 1 ~ h ; '  " , i 4 ~  numeric keypad would be automatically 
keep it happy while it is waiting for a char- When TRANS arrives, with say a 02H configured for the Vedit cursorlediting 
acter. in register A, the actual ASCII value is control sequences. This is done by point- 

What we have done in the above code is obtained by adding 2 to the [HL] register ing TRANS to the appropriate lookup table. 



Because we have the power of a micro- 
processor at our disposal, we can do a lot 
with one keystroke. For example, I like to 
have the same cursor control keys for all 
my editors and word processors. Vedit 
uses o n e  control  character  in many 
situations in which Wordstar uses two. In 
fact, in some cases, one needs to toggle 
two sets of dual control characters in 
Wordstar to get the same effect as with 
Vedit. This can be easily accommodated 
with this setup. The routine MULTI is 
quite long and contains a number of 
special-case treatments for special keys. 
There is not room here to present the whole 
routine. However the kernel of the routine 
is shown below in Listing 6 .  

In this routine, two data areas are 
used.  MultiStable contains  a list of 
pointers to the first character of each str- 
ing. The offset into multi$table X2 will al- 
low the correct pointer to be picked up. 
This in turn points to the actual string 
which can be of varied length. A simplified 
version of the table is shown in Listing 7. 

The DROP routine then transfers each 
character of the string into the outbuffer 
until a 0 is reached. 

One final point. When you are finished 
with your special application program, it 
would be nice to reset the keyboard back to 
its default configuration (CPIM or MS- 
DOS). It would be nice also not to have to 
do this manually. This is where I have 
utilized the NMI line to the 280. Whenever 
this line is pulled low, the 2 8 0  stops 
whatever it is doing and jumps to 66H in 
RAM where it finds the code shown in 
Listing 8. 

Now, while this is not entirely clear 
unless you read the complete code, suffice 
to say, all flags set up in memory are reset 
lo their initial power-on (CPIM or MS- 
DOS) configuration. How does the NMI 
line get triggered'? This is where you have 
to use your own initiative. In my S-I00 
system, I use one bit of an output port to 
lower and then raise the NMI line on the 
280 board. In the BIOS portion of CP/M + 
and CPiM86, one can put the required code 
in the warm-start module just before con- 
trol is transferred to the CCP. 

For MS-DOS. 1 utilize the fact that the 
command-line prompt is definable. For 
example it could be "A>" or "A$". I set it 
to "Esc Esc A>". When my console out- 
put driver sees the unique "Esc Esc" se- 
quence, it sends a signal to the smart key- 
board to pulse the NMI line of the 280. 
There are many other possibilities. Many 
editors have logoff control sequences, 
indeed, you could set aside one keyboard 
key for the function. 

Lastly, the power of the 280 in this 
application is hardly used. You can easily 
modify the design to use keys to switch-on 
drive moton, CRT's, or to restrict access 
to certain programs. I have mine connected 
to a speech synthesizer that sends me all 
kinds of information and reminders.[@ 
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LISTING 1 

LD KL,PIOlEL ; E O I ~  10 ME m 0  TABLE 
OVIBUXK: ID A, ( I&) ;GET BYT3 CCiJWE4 

OR A ;EST FOR END OF TSIE 
JR Z,ALLSFP :O WHEN ALL m m  CONE 
W B,A :ELSE FJI COlMT IN B 
INC HL ; m x w  m m m  Y 
W C. (HLI :Pm FORT I N  ICI 
INC ILL iLUlN1' 'ID 1'lICii' DA'W VAWC 
d I R  ;SEND 2 BYTES 1D PORT IN [CI 
JR OVIBLOM ;a m NEXT m m .  

Continued on next page. 
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OR A 
J R  2, LCOP1 ;IF Nmlm GiECK OVIgUITW 
INC L ;IKRERSE R)IWER m~ NEXT TIME 
PUSH HL ;SAVE 'InffiE REGISTERS 
RlSH BC 
CW ?aANS ;CQWXT BIT PRrrEm TO A?€II MARS 
POP BC ;RES~RE REGISCEFE 
POP HL 
OR A ;CO N ~ T  SEND NJLIS 10 WIN ~ E R  
J R  Z , Imp1 
BIT 7.A ;FIAG 10 INDICATE SPECIAL CASES 
J R  z , m m  ;IF z rn SIMPLE ONE m m  
PUSH HL ;NEED l C  SAVE IT AGAIN 
CALI M a l l  ;ONE IN CHliR ?D SEVEN 'XI CF!AFS 
POP HL 
J R  LCOPM 

f n ~  U) IDEI ,A ;Wr X I 1  CWLR IN mwER 
INC E :FLAG IND WIm ZEFO 

U33PM: XOR A 
ID IDE) ,A 

BIT U,A 
J R  NZ, [MPZ ;hVG IN lmRE N I L  READY 
ID A. (53 ;I=] WINE m CHAR 
INC C ;FCR NEXT TIME 
Om (DATASAI ,A ;SE&Q IT 
J R  LCQP 

+PANS: U) 
BIT 
J R  
CP 
J R  
CP 
J R  
CP 
JP 
CP 
JP 
CP 
JP 
PJSH 

ID 
BIT 
J R  
ID 
J R  

NXSTAR:BIT 
J R  
ID 
J R  

m: BIT 
J R  
ID 

HL,SHIPPFLAG 
7.A 
NZ, IRSTrnKE 
SHIFf1 
Z,ISSHIm 
SHIFf2 
Z,ISSHIFT 
SHIFT3 
Z.ISIKK 
NlMLCCK 
Z,ISNuM 
CIW 
Z,ISCPRL 
RF 

;EOIWI m FIAG ~f ammm SHIFT ETC. MDE 
;IS El' PSJ U P m K E  EOVE 

;IS IT A SHIFT KEY 

;IWO SHIFT m s  a3 EORRD 

; m R  SIFT u r ~  KEY 

;IS IT NImER IKK KEY 

;IS IT m E  C T R L W  

;SAVE G + A m m  FUR rn Kmm 

'FIND am WHICH TABLE IS ammm 
;BIT 6=1 FUR WORDSTRR TRBLE 

;BIT 4=1 FUR VQlIT TABLE 

;BIT 5=1 FUR IBM/COS KflsWRD 

;XOOOXXXX = DEFAULT TABLE m CP/M TABLE 

~~DSHI~T:AND OOOOOO~OB ;IS UPPER OR U~WER SECTION OF TABLE REQ 
J R  Z,UPPERHRLF ;BIT 1=1 FUR UPPW CASE CIIARS I!@%$ ... I 
w 5.0 
ID C . W  
Rm HL,BC ;HL N3W FOIprrS TO SECONO iRIP GT FACH TABLE 

UPPEFWCF: 
In B, 0 
HIP N' ;GET CWWACIFR BIT PA!lTEm 
ID C,A 

H L W  ;GET GTFSEI INIO TABLE 
i m R E  cW\RAmm W K  IN C] 

I A  
,W NEED lU SEE IF WE ~b SIFT *TE 

.ANC OOOOOllOB ;SEE IF a....z ?O uc IS !a~ 
J R  Z,ENWHF ;BITS 1 OR 2 =1 FUR UPPER CASE 
ID A,C 
CP ' a '  
J R  F,DC6HF 
CP z'tl 
J R  W.DC6HF 
SUB 20H 
w C,A 

LNCGHF: BIT 3, IHL) ;ARE aXITOL C W w A m  REP. 
LD A S  ;BIT 3-1 FOR CTRL CHARS. 
PEI Z 
AND 00011111B 
REI 

;P~KE:CP UPSHI ;WERE RNY SPECIAL KEYS REISRSED 
JR Z,NJPSHItT 
CP UPSHZ 
J R  Z,NJPSHIFP 
CP UPCPRL 
J R  ZrM)RTRL 
XOR A ;PCNE M W  REIdESE 
R E r  

issrlrmsm I, IHL) ;IS SIR m rn FIAG 
XOR A 
Fm 

~SL‘XK: XOR A ;ImLE a\Ps UrX ON/W 
BIT 2,lHL) 
J R  2,- 
RFS 2,IHL) n*T 

m u :  SET ~.IHLI 
m 

; 
ISNUH: BIT 0, (HL) ;WIS KLS TGLE INFC FUR N J ~ K  WDIT 

J R  NZ,TCGGl 
ID A, IHLI ;IF 0, F U S E  15'4 TABLE 
N41 00001ll0B 
or OOlOOOOlB ;So NEXT TIHE CP/M TABLE 
ID (HLI ,A 
call cleanflags ; C m  VmIT 6 KS PIAGS 
w HL.SPIBM 
CALL TAM 
XOR A 
REI 

?OGGl: LD A, IHLI ;IF 1, EDRCE CP/M TABLE 
N41 00001l1OB ;m BIT 0 A m  SET m Z 
w IHLI ,A 
call cleanflags 
ID HL , SKPM 
CALL TNX 
XOR A 
rn 
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"...The best software product of its kind, that 
I have come in contact with." ComputerLanpuage Magazlne 

"I've found the best in CCSM ... fast in development and 
fast in execution ... no data-typing problems, no concerns for 

program size, no concerns for file or device opens ..." R.D. ~ ~ h ~ w t h .  P ~ . D .  

"...5 years in Basic, Pascal, C, dBase, and Dataflex...l have 
never worked with a language/prograrnming environment 

as responsive, easy to use and as powerful as 
COMP Computing Standard MUMPS" P.K. Wayne, MD, P ~ . D .  

M " e p U 6 . l b r r p o b m * I l h C C S M , t h e  
Database Language. It cornea wrm a 250 page manusl. to Eqi-t IIIMPC. AT. XTaMmartmmpbib*a h&n%?g hoa, by T w ,  C m p q  T e s s l m m a 1 4  
lead you step-by-slep mroueh lhsveraelile and easy Smny. AT&?, Ka~rrro and others. Memow Single User: 128K: M u n i - U s  256K and up 
10 learn language. Included is a lW page Introduction 
to MUMPS. presented in en easy-10-tolls tormet. 

Thew O~t ions Will Give You 
an Even Faster Slartl 
"Cookbook ot MUMPS" la0 page manual wllh 
accompanying disk includes doma ot h l l l ~  dacurne"1.d 
routines and utilitie*. wilh example8 of controllng output 
and di8pley. global design hints, and msthemstlcal 
tunctlons. RECOMMENDED 

Toolkit I: pull-down and pop-up menus, pop-up 
mculator, general-plrpme menu ah-. .crm p~anninp 
~tilcties. pop-up noteped. msndardlred input handlw. 
and demonstration rot+.,aro. VERY USEFUL 

Multi-taslng, Tool Run multlpla concumant back- 
grwnd pr- f a  data w c h e a ,  rapon paneraw. eu. 

Also Available .Munl-u.s~ *Graphics 

- 

,,,-- 1-800-257-8052 I ~ T ~ X ~ , I ~ S ~ ~ W E  

n p u P . k r . ~ b * ~  Pkow send me tns (Wlorlng... 

MGlobal Slngb User dsk and operatDns mal $5#.95 
"Mokbook of MUMPS" (induQlo disk)- $11.05 

1601 Westhelmer. S u b  201 SPECIAL Single user LL "Cookbook- S75.W 
Multi-tasking-$74s.85 

Houston. TX 77006 Praprarnrner's Toolkit I- $48.85 
Graphics aptton- $48.85 

M u l t i - u s e r 2 5 0 . W  

VISA-MC- ~ ~ a - m p i n a ~ - -  MacMUMPS (Macintosh version'- f88.85 
Shipping and handling $3.00 

mra no. T B X ~  residenfi sdd 6 118% ssles lax 

Mma 

m Disks are noncopy-protected 

a, s r z l p  day phone 


